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GalleryThe Toshiba e-Studio473S is a high speed MFP with a versatile paper handling system designed to enhance mobile document management in the office environment. Built on a sophisticated platform, e-Studio models provide the powerful features for Mobile Image Archiving and e-business management,
while protecting customers against data security. Toshiba e-Studio473 / e-Studio 473 : 12 11.3 10.2 (32 / 64 ) : Toshiba e Innovate the customer experience with an expanded family of kiosk and self checkout solutions. Toshiba's kiosks and displays are designed to offer a wide range of choices for retailers who need
accurate, retail-hardened, full-screen displays in their store. Auxiliary devices work in conjunction with POS systems - and add more possibilities. With TOSHIBA e-Studio473, you can scan, copy or fax documents directly onto your smartphone, tablet, e-reader or any other compatible device using the wireless
scanner application. Its intuitive interface puts a wide range of powerful functions right at your fingertips; including automatic document feeder, scanning area selection, direct printing, and paper feeding. ,,,,, Toshiba e studio 18 user guide. Save money, better manage documents, secure critical information and
improve efficiency. Our innovative technology and creative solutions help you work more efficiently in todays ultra-competitive business environment. E-studio 162 163 165 167 203 205 207 237. toshiba e-studio402-series, toshiba e-studio402s - toshiba e innovate the customer experience with an expanded family
of kiosk and self checkout solutions. toshiba e-studio402s. toshiba is also adding mobile and tabletop solutions and mobile self-checkout to the family of products. other existing toshiba solutions include for example:

Toshiba E Studio 18 Driver Scanner Software

scanned documents don't look professional. toshiba e-studio18 printer driver is created specifically for toshiba e-studio18 model printer. you can print documents in native color or black and white, and export them in pdf, jpg, png, tif, tiff, and bmp file formats. use the built-in fax modem to send and receive
documents. this version of the toshiba e-studio is powered by the latest toshiba mfp engine, the t.o.m.a. hei, which has been making mfps more versatile and powerful. the t. hei offers a broad range of functions including print, copy, fax, scan, network connectivity, and more. with the t. hei, toshiba e-studio 477sl

features a wide range of functions including print, scan, fax, copy, network connectivity, and more. the t.o.m.a. hei technology is based on the same concepts and functions as the t. hei that toshiba developed for the t. 2440. both feature the best in class performance for all functions. the t. hei offers a broad range
of functions, including print, copy, fax, scan, network connectivity, and more. by incorporating a wide range of functions and a narrow form factor, the t. hei can be installed in a small footprint, making it the perfect mfp for small to medium-sized businesses. when it comes to the toshiba e-studio 477sl, the user has
a choice of two paper trays, one a3 and one ld. toshiba e-studio 477sl offers high-quality printing on standard paper, including 100 g/m², 200 g/m², 300 g/m² and 400 g/m². the printer offers a variety of media options, including 10 sheets per page and 20 sheets per page. a3 sizes can be printed at a wide range of

resolutions from 1,200 x 1,200 dpi up to 2,400 x 2,400 dpi. according to toshiba, the printer is able to print a3 sizes up to 2,000 x 2,000 dpi. the printer is also able to print a4 sizes up to 2,500 x 2,500 dpi. the e-studio 477sl offers the widest range of paper sizes and resolutions in the category. 5ec8ef588b
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